YALE'S HOCKEY CHAMPIONS are maintaining the fast pace they set last season when they captured the intercollegiate championship. A victory which pleased them this New Year was a triumph over McGill university of Canada, which sent a powerful array of stars to tackle the men of Eli. In this picture are Coach Wanamaker, Potts, Stout, Cutler, Ferguson, Cottle, Noble, and Ives.

THE NEW DICTATOR OF GREECE, Gen. T. H. Pangalos, who was for six months the revolutionary premier. He promises Greece the strongest army in the Balkans, and says the Greek fleet will dominate the eastern Mediterranean within a few months.

A friendly and a cordial drink to cheer the evening meal

Another night! Another meal! How tired you get of "the same old thing."

Why not vary the daily routine a little by serving "Canada Dry" for dinner?

Serve it as you would a rare old wine—in graceful, tinkling crystal. Watch it dance and sparkle. Catch the delicate, enticing bouquet. Note the pale, champagne-like color. Then raise it to your lips and drink.

Revel in its keen refreshment—in the joyousness it adds to any meal. Reflect how it sets you tingling—sends you away from the table feeling keener, fresher, brighter.

No other ginger ale can bring you such refreshment because there is no other ginger ale like "Canada Dry."

It has the true ginger flavor because it is made from real Jamaica ginger. Cheap ginger ales, you know, are usually made with capsicum (or plain every-day red pepper), and that is why they have that burning, biting taste. There is no capsicum in "Canada Dry."

Serve it tonight at dinner and surprise your family and your guests. You will never forget the wonderful flavor.

Regarding Imitations

For your own protection, remember that not every ginger ale sold in a green bottle is "Canada Dry." Always look for the name on the bottle cap. It pays to be particular.

A good drink for the children

You are never in doubt when you buy "Canada Dry." You know it is good and pure.

Long before "Canada Dry" was introduced into this country it was served in leading hospitals in Canada. It is now served in leading hospitals in the United States and prescribed by physicians whenever the case management calls for a beverage of unquestioned purity.

These are facts worth remembering when you order a beverage for your home.

A special hostess package

It offers a most convenient way for you to order "Canada Dry" for home use. Twelve bottles in a small but substantial earron. You will be especially glad to have it handy when good friends drop in unexpectedly—when seeking something a little better than usual for dinner—just before settling down for the evening. The "Canada Dry" Hostess Package on your grocery list with the rest of your pantry staples.

Extract imported from Canada and bottled in the U. S. A. by Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Incorporated, 350 W. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. Phone Superior 7528-7529.